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Student Film
Festival Preview
Will Pittinos
News Editor
The College’s home page is get-
ting an “extreme makeover.”
Beginning next week, the
College’s website will boast a
more organized and creative
design.
The College will “soft launch”
its new redesigned, and vastly
updated, website to recently
admitted students to the class of
2008 some time next week. 
“It really is, for outsiders look-
ing into the College, a great rep-
resentation of what our institution
is really about,” said Assistant
Director of LCI Steve Mencarini,
who was on the Web Advisory
Group (WAG), the on-campus
group responsible for the new
site.
Some of the new features
include: a highly creative design
that coordinates with the
College’s admissions print mate-
rials, a site that provides visitors
with much more content and
information about the College
than in the past, a reorganized
global navigation, and audience
paths that give visitors the option
to easily access information spe-
cific to them. 
The WAG has decided to with-
hold the full launch of the site
until after Commencement in
order to prevent any potential
problems that students or faculty
might incur because of the switch
just before finals.
LiquidMatrix, a Buffalo, NY-
based company, is the firm that
the College has been working
with to redesign the site. The
exact cost of the site is difficult to
determine because of the fact that
much of the work will be com-
pleted over several years. 
The site will provide significant
improvements in regards to
design and technology, according
to the WAG.  
A select number of students
were contacted to offer their
opinions and the new site, and the
response has been overwhelm-
ingly positive.
“I just think as a person who
works in Admissions, I some-
Redesigned Website “A Vast Improvement” 
A New Perspective: Lake Forest College will introduce its redesigned website next week through a
“soft launch,” to admitted students, and will fully introduce the site after Commencement.
That’s The Gist!
Life as a Moose
times receive questions pertain-
ing to the website, and I think that
this improvement will be some-
thing that will benefit the non-
Lake Forest viewers, and will be
an all-around improvement on
our school’s image,” said fresh-
man Corey Howe, a tour guide
for the Admissions office.
In addition to having a fresh
new design and well-organized
navigation, the software for the
new site features: a state-of-the-
art Content Management System
(CMS), which allows users to
create new web pages without
having to use Web programming.
Student Corresponds
From Iraqi Battlefield
Tainted Love: The History of Lake
Forest College’s Alcohol Policy
Officer Jerry Cooper issues violations to students during a 1980
protest of changes to the alcohol policy that prevented drinking
outdoors and the sale of alcohol on campus.
By Danielle White
Guest Writer
With the current buzz about
the revisions to the alcohol policy
for next year, the Stentor felt that
it would be pertinent to look back
and see what the alcohol culture
on campus used to be like and
find out the reasons why certain
policies are in effect today. 
Did you know that kegs were
legal and that parties used to be
shut down at 1 a.m.?
Organizations have not always
been required to serve food and
non-alcoholic beverages at all-
campus parties. Why all these
changes to the policies, and why
do they continue to change?
Between 1975 and 1979, the
drinking age in Illinois was 19.
During this period, there was a
pub on campus, located where the
coffeehouse is today. Because of
thisWhen this change in federal
law changed, there was a crack-
down on alcohol consumption on
campus. 
In 1980, students protested the
April 12, 2004
Hello everyone, just writing to let
you know about us here...
our company got ambushed badly
on the 9th, I am sure you all saw
it on the news...we are fuel
haulers in case you did not know
it...I was supposed to go on that
convoy that day, and for some
reason I still can’t understand
why was it that I did not go. Out
of that ambush we have one KIA,
one who lost his eye completely,
four who were wounded with
AK-47’s, many others injured by
IED’s or other form, and worst of
all, two who are missing in
action...it has been sad the last
three days I still have not had
time to comprehend all this...is
like a dream...a night-
mare...things are not getting any
better...is getting ugly here...I
pray that it gets better, I don’t
want to loose any more buddies,
and I really pray that our two sol-
diers are found soon, they are
very nice soldiers who have a big
heart....
well if you all can pray back
home it will hopefully make it
better for these 2 soldiers...and
everyone else...this is it for
now...hope everyone is doing
good back there,,,getting ready
for the Commencement 2004.
April 13, 2004
Our 2 soldiers are still missing....
and our morale is still down....I
wrote a letter to [professor] Barr
with more details...I told her to
feel free to share it with anyone
who wants to know how I’m
doing...she should be getting it by
next week...so you can drop her
an email and tell her when she
gets it to give you a copy, since I
did not have time to write a lot of
letters....
I am doing a little better today,
but I am still confused....and can’t
believe it ..
-Lizmarie [Davila]
Davila ‘05 is currently serving
active duty in Iraq and granted
the Stentor the right to publish
the preceding correspondence.
“Website,” continued on Page 3
“Alcohol Policy,” Cont. on Page 2
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Lake Forest Crime Watch
Mon., March 29
Officers responded to a fire
alarm in an academic building.
A maliciously pulled alarm
box caused the alarm. The
building was checked by the
fire department and the alarm
reset. Investigation is ongo-
ing.
Officers responded to a fire
alarm in an academic building.
The smoke detector had been
activated for no obvious rea-
son. 
A student reported the theft of
a license plate from his vehi-
cle. Investigation is ongoing.
Tues. March 30
Officers responded to a fire
alarm in an academic building.
The smoke detector had been
activated for no obvious rea-
son. The detector was
replaced.
Officers responded to a report
of a suspicious person in an
academic building. The sub-
ject was not located. 
Thurs. April 1
A student reported vandalism
to their vehicle. It appears as
if someone had damaged the
vehicle with a key or similar
item. Investigation is ongoing.
Sat., April 3
Officers discovered multiple
minor subjects in possession
of open alcohol outside a
building. None of the subjects
were students. All subjects
were trespassed from campus.
The officers responded to the
room where the non-students
had been visiting, closed
down a party and issued
notices of violation.
Officers responded to a report
of vandalism to a fire extin-
guisher cover in a residence
hall. The responsible person
was identified and trespassed
from campus.
An officer discovered a van-
dalized wall in an academic
building. Investigation is
ongoing.
Officers discovered multiple
students with open alcohol.
One student eluded the offi-
cers, but was identified.
Notices of violation were
issued.
Sun., April 4
Officers witnessed a student
causing damage during an all-
campus party. A notice of vio-
lation was issued.
Tues., April 6
Officers responded to a fire
alarm in a residence hall. An
activated smoke detector was
located, but no cause was dis-
covered.
A staff member reported their
vehicle had been vandalized.
The paint was scratched with a
sharp object. Investigation is
ongoing.
A student reported someone
had thrown a baseball at their
room window, damaging the
window. Investigation is
ongoing.
A student reported vandalism
to their vehicle. An unknown
person had vomited on the
windshield. Investigation is
ongoing.
A student reported the theft of
multiple DVD’s from the com-
muter student lounge in com-
mons. Investigation is ongo-
ing.
A student was hit in the head
when empty beer cans were
thrown from a residence hall
window. The room was identi-
fied and the residents were
issued notices of violation.
Wed., April 7
Officers responded to a fire
alarm in the library. The alarm
was accidentally activated by
the construction crew.
Thurs., April 8
A professor reported the theft
of their nameplate from their
office. Investigation is ongo-
ing.
An officer reported a vandal-
ism to one of the security &
public safety vehicles.
Investigation is ongoing.
Fri., April 9
Officers investigating a noise
violation discovered a beer die
game in progress. Numerous
non-LFC students were
removed from campus and the
residents of the room were
issued notices of violation.
Sat., April 10
A student reported the theft of
a purse from the all campus
party. The purse was later
returned with only the cash
missing. 
Sun., April 11
Officers responded to a fire
alarm in a residence hall. The
alarm was caused by the dis-
charging of a chemical extin-
guisher. Three students were
issued notices of violation for
failure to evacuate the build-
ing. Investigation is ongoing.
Rumor Mill: 5 Students to
Live in a Quad Next Year?
Rumor: The college is planning to house three residents in a
room typically used as a double and five residents in quads in
order to house an increased number of accepted students.
Truth: There has been no adjustment to the way that students
will be assigned to rooms, although we have added 8 beds to
the total available because the two Resident Academic Fellows
will not be returning to the Residence Halls next year.  The
College currently has the capacity to house 1,102 students, as
follows: 258 singles, 195 doubles, 8 triples, 83 quads, 6 5-per-
son suites, 5 6-person suites, 28 RA rooms, and 10 CD rooms. 
Dean Beth Tyler
Weeks Ending April 4 and April 11
Alcohol Policy Revisions Frequent
change in the alcohol policy that
banned public drinking and the
sale of alcohol on campus.
Students protested by drinking
outside and security issued three
hundred students warnings for
public drinking, demonstrating
strong and wide disapproval by
the students. 
Around 4 p.m. on a Saturday,
students started gathering in the
quad between McClure and
Gregory. By 5 p.m. there were
about 200 students and 3 kegs in
the quad. Students lined up in
front of security, drinks in hand,
to receive their violations. The
gathering lasted until about 8:30
p.m. when the crowd finally dis-
persed. It was a peaceful and con-
trolled protest as students just
wanted to show President
Hotchkiss their disagreement
with his new policies.
In 1988, President Hotchkiss
revisited the College’s alcohol
policy. This was in response to a
fatal car accident that claimed the
life of sophomore Meg
deBourbon in December of that
year.   
DeBourbon was the passenger
in a car of a drunk driver who ran
into a tree on Sheridan Road
while returning from Highland
Park. There were two changes
made to the policy in 1989 to dis-
courage drunk drinking. The first
was to make it mandatory to serve
food at parties, to stop students
from going off-campus to look
for food. The second change was
to extend the time limit of parties.
Previously, parties on Friday and
Saturday nights could only last
until 1 a.m., but this was extend-
ed to 2 a.m. in an effort to keep
students from leaving campus at 1
a.m. to go to bars. The theory
behind this change was that it
would be less appealing for stu-
dents to leave campus and go to a
bar at 2 a.m., as most bars close at
2 or 3 a.m. One other policy
change that year was the prohibi-
tion of “grain alcohol” at parties,
according to September 1989
Stentor story.
Outside of the revised policy,
there were other changes made
following deBourbon’s death.
According to the February 1989
Stentor story, Greeks and other
organizations started “Safe Ride”
as a volunteer service to discour-
age drunk driving. Three students
were on-call each night and used
the College’s vans to pick up any
students from off campus who
had been drinking. 
When the policy was revised
again in 1990, its changes
increased the level of  responsi-
bility for the social hosts and less
foron security and the school.
According to the April 1990 issue
of the Stentor, the first change
made it a violation to be caught
using alcohol to the point of ill-
ness, such as alcohol poisoning.
Prior, it was not a violation
because the College did not want
to discourage students from call-
ing an ambulance out of fear of
being punished for alcohol abuse.
Another change was the prohi-
bition of any hard alcohol at a
party. This change occurred fol-
lowing a Phipes party where three
people were taken to the hospital,
one of which whom stayed for
two days for observation. Hard
alcohol was sending people over
their limit too many times, the
administration felt.    
The last change was the “in-
transit” policy. Before this, open
alcohol was permitted in hallways
and the balconies of residence
halls. But in 1990, it was prohib-
ited to have open alcohol where
freshmen resided.
Finally, the history of kegs.
Why can’t students have them on
campus? Before President David
Spadafora’s tenure, beginning in
1993, kegs were allowed and
were actually the norm for lounge
parties.  
To throw a party, any organi-
zation could pick up three to four
kegs, some cups and turn on the
music. In April of 1991, the Dean
of Students office proposed the
ban of kegs and cited three rea-
sons. The first was that kegs pro-
moted an atmosphere not con-
ducive to studying. Banning kegs
would decrease the transfer rate
of academically serious students. 
Secondly, when brought into
the building, kegs led to a lot of
physical damage to residence
halls, because students brought-
ing them in through lounge win-
dows, ruining the window tracks.
Finally, to avoid, was the result-
ing mess caused while pouring
beer, and the ease of which beer
spills out of cups, compared to
cans.
For organizations, the disad-
vantage of this ban is an increased
cost of having parties, because it
is more expensive to buy cases of
beer than kegs. However, this
might benefit the administration,
because organizations would not
be able to buy as much beer, lead-
ing to fewer drunken students on
campus. In response, Greeks sim-
ply increased their party budgets.
President David Spadafora, previ-
ously Dean of Faculty, banned
kegs in the fall of 1994, in his sec-
ond year.
As for other policies that are
still in effect today, in September
1991, the a new policy required
dorm room doors to be closed
when consuming alcohol and
open alcohol was no longer per-
mitted outside of dorm rooms.    
As for the new revisions and
the proposed crack down on
underage drinking, Presidents
Hotchkiss and Spadafora both
tried to reduce alcohol consump-
tion in different ways. The strong
cultural drive to drink even
among underage students here or
on other campuses will tend to
circumvent most policies. The
current administration, under
President Schutt since 2001 and
Dean Tyler since 2002, is trying
to find balance for this generation
of students on this difficult issue.
This article grew out of research
for organizing older campus and
Stentor photos for the College
archives, in the Donnelly Library.
It was written in conjunction with
this work assignment and with
Archivist Art Miller.
“Alcohol Policy, “Cont. from p. 1
Throughout the recent history of the College, the alcohol policy has undergone frequent and signif-
icant changes. Above, a student waits outside of the Pierson rooms during an all-campus party in
1994. The sign reminds him that he must be 21 and a Lake Forest College student to consume alco-
hol at the party, one of the few regulations that has remained consistent since 1990.
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Rhoing into History: Gamma
Rho Delta to Join Tri Delta
The CMS is a valuable tool
that will make managing content
and keeping the site up-to-date
much easier,” said Assistant
Director of Marketing and
Communications Irene Ratliff.     
New software will also pro-
vide a variety of electronic
recruitment tools for the
Admissions office and will pro-
vide a more personal Web experi-
ence for prospective students.
Prospective students can person-
alize the site by providing infor-
mation about their interests,
allowing more effective commu-
nication between the College and
prospective students. 
Students will be able to sched-
ule a campus visit online, they
can apply online and then return
to the site to check the status of
their application (all password
protected). Admissions can com-
municate via e-mail with targeted
groups, making it easier to get
tailored information out to specif-
ic groups of students.
While many agree that the site
is a vast improvement over the
College’s current site, the new
site has some short comings,
which the WAG plans to work out
over the summer.
”There is still some work to be
done and we will spend a good
deal of time fine tuning the site
this summer, but going forward
we will be able to maintain the
site in a much more efficient way
than ever before,” commented
Ratliff.
Students who wish to view the
site before it’s official launch can
visit http://new.lakeforest.edu. 
“Website,” Cont. from Page 1
Will Pittinos
News Editor
The following are a few stories
from the past week that I just
could not believe – some are true,
some are not, and they all have a
little Pittinos flair added to them.
Check back next week to find out
which ones came from real news
stories.
Nudists Protest Residence Halls
Construction
A group of nudist beachgoers
in British Columbia are protest-
ing the construction of a 20-story
residence hall by the University
of British Columbia which would
infringe upon the privacy of the
nudists. 
“It’s mean for the university to
do,” said a 12 year-old girl, who
frequents the beach. “I know they
need more residences for the stu-
dents, but they have to think of
us.”
The university has vowed to
take the group’s concerns into
account during the construction,
which is only in the planning
stages.
Man Bets it All and Wins 
An English man playing
roulette in Las Vegas bet his
entire life savings, $135,300, on
red at the table and walked away
with $270,600. 
According to the winner, who
came to the casino “with nothing
but the clothes on his back,” he
and his friend came up with the
idea during a casual conversation.
Next Time Someone Steals your
Car Text Them
After a woman from Sydney,
Australia had car stolen, she used
text messages sent to her son’s
cell phone, which was left in the
car, to persuade the thief to return
the car. 
The woman said that she told
the thief that the car was a present
from her father shortly before he
died, and that there were presents
in the trunk for her son’s birthday.
“He started apologizing and I
felt I was getting through,” the
woman told a Sydney newspaper.
“Next thing, I got this text saying
he will return the car.”
The car was returned to an
abandoned parking lot, but not
before the thief stole the presents
and the cell phone. 
Church Actors Whip Easter
Bunny
An acting group at a church in
Pennsylvania performed a show
that was intended to show that the
Easter bunny does not exist and
to demonstrate the crucifixion of
Jesus, the true purpose of Easter,
according to church leadership. 
“It was very disturbing,” a
church member said. “I could not
believe what I saw. It wasn’t any-
thing I was expecting.”
Last Column’s Answers
This was a long time ago, but
if you can remember the stories
from March 25, they were all
true, even the French man who
tried to run over a man he thought
looked like Bin-Laden. It was an
incredibly uncreative week for
me, sorry to disappoint. And as
this will be the final column of
the year, all of the stories from
this week are also true. If you are
looking for something untrue,
and somewhat creative, read the
April Fool’s edition.
Website Driven By New Software
The College’s new Admissions page will offer prospective students the opportunity to sign-in to the
website, which will allow the College to communicate more effectively with students, receive appli-
cations on-line, receive specific information quickly about students, and to personalize the site.
Are You Kidding Me?
Outrageous News
Will Pittinos
News Editor
Gamma Rho Delta will contin-
ue a trend among Lake Forest
College Greek organizations, and
affiliate with Delta Delta Delta,
creating the national women’s fra-
ternity’s 135th chapter.
The official induction ceremo-
ny will take place on Sunday, and
the group of 35 women will begin
the process of becoming full mem-
bers of the women’s fraternity after
the ceremony.    
Tri Delta, as the organization is
commonly known, has an alumnae
base of more than 1,000 in the
Lake Forest area, according to cur-
rent Gamma Rho President Kristen
Waspi. Such a strong base of near-
by alumni support was a critical
drawing point for the organization
to the campus.
“Becoming a part of Tri Delta
will give us a nice backbone of
support [on a national level],” said
Waspi. “As well, with lots of peo-
ple who know how to run a sorori-
ty, it will help our organization
grow more.”
There were two other women’s
fraternities that visited campus ear-
lier in the semester, but both mem-
bers of Gamma Rho and Tri Delta
agree that the two organizations
have similar purposes and ideals. 
“[Tri Delta] was honored that
Gamma Rho Delta felt like it was
a great fit,” said Stacy Cross, the
director of alumnae enrichment for
Tri Delta.
Cross cited the College’s diver-
sity, its “respect and responsibili-
ty” clause in the handbook, and
close relationships that the Gamma
Rho Delta women have as reasons
why Lake Forest was a good loca-
tion to add a new chapter.
“We will continue to be a strong
presence on campus and a strong
network together,” said Waspi
about the future goals of Tri Delta
on campus.
Tri Delta is the second national
fraternity to establish a new chap-
ter on campus this semester, join-
ing Alpha Phi. 
Tri Delta, one of the founders of
the National Panhellenic
Conference, is also one of the
largest women’s fraternities with
more than 210,000 members.
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Interested in Working for the Stentor?
The Stentor is now accepting applications for the 2004-2005 academic year.
There are openings for the following positions: 
Applications can be picked up at the LCI desk and are due no later than
Friday, April 23rd and interviews will be held on Tuesday, April 27th.
News Editor, Features Editor, Opinions Editor, Sports
Editor, Business Manager, Advertising Editor, Chief Layout
Editor, Chief Copy Editor, and Chief Photo Editor
Be Ready to Put Out Every Thursday
FEATURES
STENTOR
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STUDENT FILM FEST
Friday, April 16
McCormick Auditorium
7:00 pm
JURASSIC FIVE  CONCERT
Saturday, April 17
Ice Rink
8:00 pm
The Well-Traveled Professor: Ghada Talhami
Are you ready to start building your résumé and preparing for your
future career? The Walt Disney World® College Program gives you
the opportunity to take college-level courses for credit, network with
Disney leaders and enhance your marketability in today’s job market. 
As a participant, you’ll enjoy a social, multicultural environment with 
24-hour secured housing and admission to all four Walt Disney World
Theme Parks. Plus, you’ll learn about next-step opportunities with
The Walt Disney Company. This paid program is open to all majors
and college levels. Find out more and apply online at 
wdwcollegeprogram.com.
Presentation attendance is required.
Career Opportunity!
North Central College
Friday, April 23, 2004; 1:00 pm
WAC- Fireside Room
D. K. Pearsons Professor of Politics Ghada Talhami, has recently returned from her
semester sabbatical in Egypt, researching her 6th book about the Egyptian Press
Jurassic Five Comes to Campus
Pictures of theraffic in Cairo, Egypt that Talhami refers to.  The traffic in Cairo is notoriously dangerous.  Photos courtesy of University of Pennzylvania and BBC News.
Books 
By
Talhami
Here are the five books already
published by Ghada Talhami.
She is working on a sixth book
about the Egyptian Press.
-Palestine and Egyptian National
Identity
- Syria and the Palestinians
- Suakin and Massawa Under
Egyptian Rule, 1865-1885 
- Palestinian Refugees: Pawns to
Political Actors
- The Mobilization of Muslim
Women in Egypt 
Daniel Kolen
Features Editor
“There’s just masses of
people, traffic is horrendous,
it’s a city with very few street-
lights.  When you go on the
street, you literally have to
fight for your life.  Cars will
drive at you, like you don’t
belong on the street.    So you
take a taxi; taxis are horren-
dous: doors are falling off, no
single window closes,” said
Professor of Politics, Ghada
Talhami, about her last trip to
Egypt.
Talhami was on sabbatical
last semester working on her
book about “Egyptian Press on
the Arab-Israeli conflict.”  “In
Egypt you’ll find all kinds of
press: government press,
socialist press, feminist
press,” Talhami said.  
Because Talhami grew up
in Jerusalem as a Palestinian –
knowing the Arab lan-
guage – she did all of
her research in
Arabic.  “What’s
important to me as a
scholar is to go to the
source and see how
people view them-
selves,” Talhami said.
“I don’t believe I can
do research in this
country [the USA].”
She did a lot of her
research at the library which
houses literally every book
ever written in the Arab world.
The English translation of the
library is “The House of
Books.”  She can do a lot of
the research that many
American scholars cannot do,
because she grew up in
Jerusalem.
Talhami remembers grow-
ing up in the time as she refers
it to as “the
P a l e s t i n i a n
Catastrophe.”  This
was the period after
WWII when the
Palestinian people
were uprooted from
their land to make
way for the creation
of the Jewish state of
Israel.
Ever since the founding of
Israel, there has been much
violence on both sides; there is
strong Israeli military action
against the Palestinian suicide
bombers—or visa versa.
“World sympathy for the
Holocaust made people insen-
sitive to the indigenous popu-
lation,” Talhami said.  “I want
to say I’m a Palestinian, but
there’s not such thing as
Palestinian; there is no
Palestine.”
Talhami’s father was a
diplomat, and when the gov-
ernment changed, her father
switched jobs from being a
Palestinian diplomat to a
diplomat for the Jordanian
government—“not the typical
experience of a refugee.”  
“I grew up with the sense
of historic victimization,”
Talhami said.  “[But my father
was a diplomat, so] I had a
good impression of civilized
Jewish people when I was
growing up.”  The first time
Talhami actually ever met a
Jew was in the United States.
Back in the United States,
Talhami focuses on teaching
her classes and the upcoming
book about the Egyptian Press
and the Arab-Israeli conflict.
Press Release
Campus Entertainment Committee
It’s finally that time of year: class-
es are beginning to wind down, the
weather is beginning to heat up and,
most excitingly, it’s time for the annu-
al Lake Forest College Spring
Concert. This year’s show is guaran-
teed to be one of the best and biggest
concerts to date. Campus
Entertainment Committee is pleased to
formally announce that this Saturday,
April 17, we will be hosting two
renowned hip-hop groups: Jurassic 5
and Dilated Peoples. The concert
doors will open at 8 p.m. in the Ice
Rink, with Dilated Peoples opening
for Jurassic 5. The concert is free to
students and their guests.
Jurassic 5, the headliner, is a Los
Angeles-based hip-hop group, and
according to their biography,
“[Jurassic 5] has always displayed a
blazing ingenuity and inventiveness in
their craft, earning the four MCs and
two DJs of the group a loyal, dedicat-
ed following that reaches throughout
the world.” Their live shows are
known for outstanding energy, tight
performances and infectious vibes and
are guaranteed to be a good time. J5
produces true, creative hip-hop, ingen-
ious new sounds that critics say are
unparalleled in hip-hop music.
Dilated Peoples is one of the orig-
inal players in underground hip-hop,
and led the Los Angeles hip-hop revo-
lution. Their current goal is to expand
their beats to appeal to the masses; in
fact, you can catch a clip of one of their
latest songs in a Volvo commercial that
is now airing nation-wide. 
For the first time, LFC students
are required to pick up tickets, since the
hockey rink has a maximum capacity
of 700 people. All week, beginning on
Tuesday, April 13, students can pick up
their tickets in the LCI office. Only one
ticket will be issued per student ID.
Any extra tickets will be distributed the
night of the show at the arena, but only
to current students. Also, there will be
a third-party alcohol vender at the con-
cert, and students wishing to drink
must bring their state-issued ID card
(driver’s license).
Guests will be allowed into the
concert, but only with a current student
host. LFC students looking to bring
guests can pick up tickets for their
guests on Friday, April 16 by 5 p.m. at
LCI. Amaximum of 200 guests will be
allowed at the concert. Guests must be
registered with Security; in order to
gain entry to the concert, guests will
have to present a security ID, concert
ticket, and a state-issued ID card. 
Campus Entertainment
Committee is excited for this concert,
and we hope you will all try to attend.
Tickets will be available on a first-
come, first-serve basis. For more infor-
mation about the artists, check out the
Jurassic 5 and Dilated Peoples web-
sites at www.jurassic5.com and
www.dilatedpeoples.com.  
Ghada Talhami
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The Films In The Student Film Festival
“Faith”
Starring: Chris Hardiman
Directed by: Ryan Inton
Synopsis: Guy gets ready to go on a date with his girlfriend, but
when he goes to pick her up,things get interesting.  A dramatic musi-
cal montage.
Runtime: Around 6 minutes
“Chasing Life”
Starring: Abba Lessing, Chris Feurig, Doug Plagens, and Kristine Kay
Directed by: Chris Amling
Synopsis: It is a present day mystery loosely based on the Maltese
falcon. Roommates Cory and Tokar are suddenly thrust into a world
of confusion and mystery where they don't know who they can trust
and everyone is after the strange bust. This is the beginning of an
adventure that will take them all over the world.
Runtime: Around 40 Minutes
The Festival starts at 7:00pm this Friday and will be held in McCormick Auditorium
“A Patriot Sunday”
Directed by: Daniel Kolen
Synopsis: Over 83,000 Muslim immigrants were required to register for
the Special Registration program or NSEERS.  Out of those 83,000 who
registered, around 14,000 face or have faced deportation.  This documen-
tary focuses on the deportation of Khalid Faiz-Mohammed. It’s a project
made for an independent study project with professor Jim Marquardt.  All
interviews were conducted on site in the Chicagoland area.
Runtime: Around 30 Minutes
“Peter and the Werewolf”
Starring: Corey Howe and Jon D’Angelo
Directed by: Arie Hovenkamp
Synopsis: “Peter and the Werewolf” is a “documentary” about the
legend concerning a werewolf on the Lake Forest campus and
one college student who is convinced it is true.
Runtime: Around 30 Minutes
Iron Chef Competition
Friday, April 23 at 5:00 pm in the Cafeteria
Join AIG for their first cooking competition event.  Iron Chef is co-sponsored by
RFC and will feature professors and students in matches.  Five judges randomly
selected from the audience, will decide who is the “Iron Chef.”
AIG also provides opportunity to everyone to try Asian food and exotic drinks.
Other Films:
“Untitled Music Video,” by Trea Fotidzis.  Runtime: Around 3 Minutes
Adam Dick is also going to have a film screened.  Because of technical difficulties his
screenshot and description could not be transferred to the Stentor.
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This Side of
Chicago: 
The Reel Life with Mary Huxhold:
Quintin Tarentino blends Westerns and Martial Arts in his usually hip, unconventional, and visionary way
Photos Courtesy of www.rottentomatoes.com
Chicago Int’l
Documentary
Film Festival
Daniel Kolen
Features Editor
This week, we look at the
Chicago International
Documentary Film Festival.
All films are showing at “The
Gallery” which is right by the
Blue Line stop at Division
Street.  It is located at 1112 N
Milwaukee Avenue.
“Sherriff”
Director Daniel Kraus in
Person
Saturday, 17th at 3:00pm
Sheriff Ronald E. Hewett over-
sees the small rural community
of Brunswick County, North
Carolina. The film follows his
pursuit of cold-blooded killers,
escaped bank robbers, illegal
video poker rings, and stolen
ceramic bunnies.
“H. H Holmes”
Director John Borowski in Person
Friday the 16th at 9:00pm
Chicago has a long, grisly tra-
dition of serial killers. Herman
W. Mudgett, aka H.H. Holmes,
has been called the first, and he
certainly rivals if not exceeds
John Wayne Gacy and Richard
Speck in the viciousness of his
crimes. Before and during
Chicago's 1893 World's Fair
Celebration, Holmes construct-
ed a castle of death on the
city's south side. Part hotel and
part business complex (Holmes
was a trained physician), the
building also served as Holmes'
laboratory for torture, murder,
and dismemberment. 
“Inside the Mind of the
Suicide Bomber”
Directed by Tom Roberts
Sunday, April 18th at 8:30
Why do some Palestinians
blow themselves up? It's a mis-
take to say always that it is
simply because they are anti-
Semitic. Here is an up-close
look at the dark logic of suicide
bombers in the Holy Land.   In
a series of powerful and unique
interviews shot inside of Israeli
prison, this film explores the
minds of Islamic suicide
bombers. 
“Persons of Interest”
Directed by Tobias Perse and
Allison Maclean
Wednesday, April 21 at 7:00pm
John Ashcroft calls them terror-
ists. They call themselves
Americans. After the September
11th terrorist attacks, more than
5,000 Arab or Muslim immi-
grants were taken into custody
as "persons of interest.” 
Mary Huxhold
Film Critic
Kill Bill volumes 1 and 2,
the fourth and fifth films from
ultra-violent, ultra-hip
Quentin Tarentino, mould the
worlds of east and west, retro
and modern into two of the
greatest films of this genera-
tion. Following a lone swords-
man (the “Bride”-Uma
Thurman) on her quest for
revenge, volume 1 wipes out
the first two members of the
deadly viper assassination
club, O-Ren Ishii and Vernita
Green, those to blame for the
Bride’s near death experience,
leaving three more, including
the infamous Bill, on her
death list. But as her quest
continues, she finds many
things that complicate her
quest further, her daughter she
once considered dead, possi-
bly alive. Is revenge still nec-
essary when you’ve finally
found what you’ve been look-
ing for? 
For perhaps the first time
in his career as a director,
Quentin Tarentino is shutting
up, leaving his trademark ban-
ter behind. Instead, in this
film Tarentino concentrates on
images with fantastic results,
from beginning to end.
Finding interesting opening
credits before a film is a rare
occurrence. As Nancy
Sinatra’s voice rings through a
black screen highlighting a
silhouette, the audience is
immediately drawn in. As both
films progress, trademark
images stand throughout the
entire film, especially during
the climactic fight sequences
involving O-Ren Ishii. The
Bride, having just slaughtered
hundreds of evil henchmen,
now searches for O-Ren Ishii
in a 60’s style Tokyo club. She
opens two Japanese-style
screens to reveal her enemy
wrapped all in white in a beau-
tiful ancient Japanese garden,
snow lightly falling, intense
blue lighting showing in con-
trast to the retro yellow color
scheme in the club.  An
incredible fight ensues, the
perfection of the cinematogra-
phy creating a perfect back-
drop that enriches the splendor
of the fight that follows. 
Tarentino also uses some
trademark techniques, creative
and totally original. He not
only uses bird-eye views con-
tinually as the camera moves
across tracing the movements
of the characters, but he is
also a master at using both
black and white and color pho-
tography. In one of the coolest
cinema moments, he makes a
perfect transition between the
two with a close up on the
Bride’s face. As she blinks,
the scene suddenly becomes
intensely colored. 
Kill Bill also makes great
use, as “Pulp Fiction” and
“True Romance,” of an awe-
some soundtrack, combining
disco, Asian techno, and 60s
pop.
Here, Tarentino begins to
examine the nature of vio-
lence, much more seriously
than he has in his past films,
which are like pulp detective
novels themselves, glorifying
the violence preformed in a
comedic manner. This style
follows Tarentino in this film
as well, blood squirting like an
Olympic sport as the Bride’s
katana slices through oppo-
nents. However, this proves
distracting to the more serious
approach that he also attempts
to employ. Throughout the
entire film, he approaches his
fighting sequences as an aes-
thetic would. He is still glori-
fying the violence here, but is
mature and respectful, as a
true martial artist would be.
Without this understanding,
Tarentino’s film would come
across as just one giant blood
bath, but in this case, he does
justify the violence and fur-
thermore shows the beauty
and humanity of the warrior. 
Although he chooses sub-
sequent silence in these films,
Tarentino still displays his
incredible knowledge of film.
He calls these films his hom-
age to both spaghetti westerns
and samurai films, choosing
“Streetfighter” veteran Sonny
Chiba as the master Katana
maker. In another great scene
in the beginning of volume 2,
Tarentino pays tribute to the
Western director John Ford,
mirroring the classic Ford shot
in which the hero is framed in
a door way. By doing this,
Tarentino creates an emotional
trivia game for anyone
obsessed with film.
This merging of two great
and alike genres, the 70s mar-
tial arts film and the American
western, in this visual telling
of brutal revenge, mixed with
Tarentino’s ironic and hipster
style, creates a unique and
visionary work of art, finally
cementing Tarentino as a great
director.  
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By David Cantor-Echols and
Quinn Darlington
The Lucky Platter
514 Main Street – Evanston
60202 – (847) 869-4064
Fresh and inviting, the
Lucky Platter serves up a smor-
gasbord of visual and culinary
delights.  From the tin can-fork
fish sculpture that greets you at
the door, to the lobster-boy
poster on the wall, to the alu-
minum foil balls dotting the
ceiling, the dining room exudes
an aura of light-hearted quirki-
ness.  But this quirkiness, like
the unconventional nature of
the food, is not at all contrived.
The Lucky Platter is the gen-
uine article.
` Once you have taken your
seat in your cozy booth, you are
promptly greeted with a basket
of warm, friendly cornbread,
the perfect thing to munch on
while perusing the menu’s
many goodies.  If the cornbread
doesn’t whet your appetite, the
eclectic dinner offerings will.
The entrees cannot be placed in
a single category, for they com-
bine elements of Moroccan,
Jamaican, Indian, and Thai cui-
sine with down-home American
cookin’.  
The Lucky Platter offers
something for everyone.  A
wide variety of fish options,
including tandoori grilled
salmon and Thai grilled catfish,
is sure to please seafood fans.  
David’s salmon was moist
and tender.  The bed of black
beans locked in the sweet and
tangy flavor of the apricot chut-
ney.  Though delicious, this
dish is entirely too much for
one person, and the task of eat-
ing it is best tackled with a
friend.  
Served over wilted spinach,
Quinn’s catfish was thoroughly
enjoyable.  The exotic flavor of
the spicy peanut sauce compen-
sated for the slightly strange
texture.  Nevertheless, this dish
was savory enough to warrant a
second chance.
The Louisiana crab cakes
are another fine choice.  Served
in a lemon butter sauce and
interestingly spiced, they are
light and not garnished exces-
sively.  The onion in the gin-
gered fruit side dish, however,
is an odd addition to an other-
wise tasty meal.
Other side dishes offered
with entrees are the famous
sweet potato fries, black beans
and rice, and American
favorites such
as macaroni
and cheese and
mashed pota-
toes and gravy.  
For land
lovers, a host
of chicken,
beef, and lamb
dishes, includ-
ing steak faji-
tas and
Jamaican jerk
chicken, will
make your
decision diffi-
cult.  
The Lucky
Platter also provides vegetarian
customers with many different
choices. Meatless soups, sand-
wiches, salads, pizzas, and var-
ious side items will see to it
that everyone around the dinner
table is happy.  
Quinn’s avocado salad fea-
tured sun-dried tomatoes, arti-
choke hearts, and home-made
croutons served with mixed
greens.  The toasted sesame
vinaigrette was the perfect
complement to the cool,
refreshing salad.
And if you’re not too full,
The Lucky Platter’s dessert
menu will make certain that
you are before you leave.
While the key lime pie lacks the
trademark meringue layer, the
sweet crème anglais sauce cuts
through the unmistakable tart-
ness of the pie’s filling—the
perfect end to a fine meal.
Located only one block
from the Main Street Evanston
Metra Station and reasonably
priced with all entrees under
$15, The Lucky Platter is easily
accessible to Lake Forest stu-
dents.  It is open every day for
breakfast, lunch, and dinner
and all items are available for
take-out.  So, there’s really no
excuse for not getting your
helping of “funkalicious super-
food.”
RESTAURANT REVIEW
Getting Lucky At The Lucky Platter
Lucky Platter is one block from the Main Street
Metra stop in Evanston on Main Street.
Photo Courtesty of Lucky Platter
Restaurant reviewers David Cantor-Echols and Quinn Darlington take a
look at The Lucky Platter, which serves “Funkalicious Superfood”
Selections
From The
Menu
Salmon Cakes 
$11.95
(choose two sides) 
served with a roasted red pepper
sauce
Platter BBQ Chicken 
$9.95
(choose two sides)
1/2 Chicken on the bone
Roasted Vegetable Tagine
$6.95
served over cous cous with one
side $7.95
Jambalaya
$9.95
with chicken, shrimp and
andouille sausage
with one side $10.95
Lucky Burger
$6.50
(with Swiss or cheddar add 50¢,
feta or blue cheese add 75¢)
Tuna Melt
$7.00
Open-faced with cheddar,tomato
and avacados on toasted corn-
bread
Honey Baked Ham and Brie
$7.50
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EDITORAL
Before students leave for the summer, they should be sure to
take a good look at that ancient building known as the Donnelley
Library, because it will be vastly different when they return in the
fall. Similar to the juxtaposition of modern and ancient architec-
ture at Soldier Field, the Library, at its current stage of construc-
tion, has similar contrasts. 
The external portion of the new section of the Library has
essentially been completed. And if they peer into the windows,
they will see that the internal portion of the Library provides a
much more pleasant atmosphere for studying, far from the dun-
geon-like environment in the old section of the building. 
As a result of the positive changes that seem to have taken
place, the Stentor staff would like to extend its thanks to the
administration, and the state of Illinois, for donating time, energy,
money to the much-needed improvement of our Library. 
While such changes will almost certainly satisfy students, our
Library could also use more than just aesthetic changes. The
College should also look to update its aging collection of books. It
does not have to be one of the financial priorities, but some atten-
tion should be given to such a project before students can no
longer read books that have literally fallen apart.
Soon after returning from summer break, student should look
forward to taking advantage of the Library’s new café, pleasing
study environment, and improved availability of resources for stu-
dents.
Lydia Uhlir
Staff Columnist
Lake Forest College makes
me sick.  I mean, literally
makes me sick, and I am so sick
of being sick. We have all expe-
rienced some form of sickness
while at college, some much
more often than others, at no
fault of our own, and have suf-
fered greatly. Ironically it
seems that individuals who
never usually got sick before
are suddenly sick all the time at
college.  Why are these hard
working and high paying stu-
dents constantly getting sick? 
There is no denying the con-
stant epidemic of sick students
at this campus. Simultaneous
sniffles can be heard through-
out the halls, the constant
coughing and hacking has
caused mini tremors, and some
students have even grown into
their beds. I have pondered why
here at Lake Forest students are
unnaturally sick—is it us? Does
Lake Forest only admit the
sickliest of sick students? 
No, Lake Forest College is
the one making us sick. I have
concluded this from many
observations throughout this
campus. The largest contributor
to our poor health is the clean-
liness of the dorms and bath-
rooms. I should say un-cleanli-
ness. The mold and mildew
growing in the showers, along
with the layer of dust lining the
vents, the hair covered dirty
floors, and the poorly ventilat-
ed buildings are all major con-
tributors. A friend of mine
developed ring worm on her
feet last year. She wore flip-
flops when she showered, but
to no avail, the bacteria
splashed up from the floor and
infected her feet. Who would
think that the place we use to
clean ourselves is the place
most likely to make us sick? A
few weekends ago, an unnamed
individual vomited all over a
bathroom, security came and
picked the individual up, but no
one was called to clean up the
vomit. So the vomit sat all
weekend unattended in the
bathroom, spreading around
who knows what. 
The cafeteria and Out-of-
Here is another contributor;
who can say where hands have
been? Yes, you can wear plastic
gloves to prepare food, but
don’t wear the plastic gloves to
do everything else! Another
friend of mine observed a
worker preparing her sandwich
with gloves, but then proceeded
to touch the cash register, the
fridge and her face while still
wearing the gloves, picking up
germs from every place she
touched. This is just one exam-
ple, perhaps not as noticeable,
but one with a real impact. 
Germs are everywhere,
whether we know it or not. We
have germs living on our skin
right now. Germs can make us
sick, so it is important that we
take an initiative to stop the
spread of germs. Perhaps
Facilities Management should
hire a larger cleaning crew,
more than one person per build-
ing, to make sure that every-
thing is properly cleaned, and
maybe the cafeteria should take
more precautions when prepar-
ing food. I don’t know about
everyone else on this campus,
but I am so sick of being sick,
missing classes, and having to
stay in bed when it is 70
degrees outside. I hope this
article makes some kind of
impact, please somebody stop
the sickness!
Sickness at Lake Forest College Library Improves
Student Film
Festival
7 pm Friday in
McCormick
Auditorium
Featuring Films by: Ryan
Inton, Chris Amling, Adam
Dick, Daniel Kolen, Trea
Fotidzis, and Arie
Hovenkamp
Free Pizza After
the Show!!!
Wood Lounge Quartet
Performing Live in the Holt Chapel at
8:00 pm on Saturday
Featuring Anjali Pai, Rachel Gratis, Karen
Mothkovich, and Jessica Thalacker
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That’s The Gist!
It’s a little-known-fact that all of my
life, I have wanted to be a mascot—that
guy who wears the big, padded, cartoon-
like costume, parading around like a goof
and anonymously making people happy.
There’s something romantic about experi-
encing the brilliance of an uncountable
amount of smiles without ever revealing
your own.
Then one day, without warning, an
object grew from the rich soil of Chicago’s northwest suburbs. As it
matured, it grew more colorful. Exotic odors, like melted cheese and
burning breadsticks, and bewitching incantations lingered softly in the
air around it, enticing curiosity. It started as a skeleton, then became a
building, but eventually it became something else even more horrific.
When I discovered that it was to be a Chuck E. Cheese’s, the all-
American pizzeria/playland for young’ens, my heart gushed forth,
spraying twisted globs of passion and euphoria all over wherever I may
have been at that moment. For the time being, it appeared that I would
finally fulfill my sixteen-year-long desire to become a cartoon character.
And because I was a nimble, young teenager, I got the job with sus-
piciously little difficulty. When I wasn’t scrubbing pizza sauce off the
tables and helping lost children find their worried parents, I had the most
important job at that joint. That’s right, I played Chuck E. Cheese, mas-
ter and mascot of his domain, creator of his own entertainment empire. 
Out of costume, I would wander the place, hopelessly bored for eight
hours a day, trying to look busy and hiding from the managers who
loved to get on my case. I served pizzas to tables full of loud, screechy
children and exhausted, irritated adults, trying not to appear as callous
as I felt within this supposedly jubilant atmosphere.
But for fifteen minutes every hour, I experienced a fantastic transfor-
mation. It may have been the furry, three-fingered gloves or the over-
sized mouse helmet with the big round ears and stubborn smile, but I felt
a definite change. Okay, okay, so I became a giant mouse in a tuxedo;
that’s not the point. I’m convinced my metamorphosis was much more
mental than physical. 
For, within the oppressive, stifling void of the mouse, I became
something I never would outside the costume. My soul became engulfed
by the colors, the sounds and the guests of the restaurant. In that seem-
ingly endless amount of time, I did everything that, as Dane, I could not
and became emotionally absorbed in this place that I hated so much in
my human form.
The children were no longer miniature demons; they became these
amazing, talented, passionate people who loved to dance, play, sing and
hold my hand. I received hugs as if I were a long lost toy or somebody
with whom they graduated pre-school without ever saying goodbye.
Even the adults, who scowled stormily at me when their pizza was late,
smiled at me and gave me a hi-five.
And I danced like no rat had ever danced before.
When my time was up, I Cinderella-ed back to my old self. The
smile I wore behind the mouse-mask was quickly replaced by its other
as I went back to picking gum out of the carpet and refilling that damn
ice machine. The kids that had hugged me as a mouse reverted back to
their bratty spoiled selves whose parents, once again, became their mor-
dant mouthpieces.
Granted, I didn’t last there. There’s something so unfulfilling about
being a part-time mouse; why couldn’t I be a mouse all the time? I know,
how stupid does that sound, right? When I was in that costume I felt
uninhibited, confident and complete, but why did I only want to feel like
this behind a sweltering mouse get-up?
So I quit my job at Chuck E. Cheeses and abandoned what may have
been my only chance at mascot eminence. But before I hung up my cos-
tume for good, I made myself a promise to always keep my mousehood.
I realized that the mouse was always in me and that I didn’t need that
smelly, sweltering costume. So now I live my life as that mouse—
singing, laughing, dancing and smiling; only now, everybody knows it’s
really me.
Life as a MouseDaniel BerryStaff Writer
Back in 1963, one of the
great landmarks in New York
City was demolished.  Gone
were the high arched ceilings,
gargantuan concrete pillars and
walls of glass opening up to the
city.  In its place, a ho-hum
piece of architecture took over.
To look at the building, Penn
Station, as just a conglomera-
tion of stone and glass is short-
sighted; the building was a liv-
ing, breathing piece of history.
Unfortunately, like many things
these days, it was torn down in
favor of something more mod-
ern, more chic and ultimately
more repulsive.
Do you remember what you
were doing the fateful day of
September 11th?  I recall
watching the television in
Deerpath, scared as hell about
my uncles—one flying for
United, the other working for
the Pentagon.  I am also
reminded of those great pillars
in the sky, steel monuments to
our excess, burning and falling
to the Earth from which they
sprouted.  Days later, when the
smoke had cleared and the
debris carted away, huge holes
dotted the landscape where
those beautiful structures lived. 
Roughly three years would
pass till I had felt the same
emptiness that I felt on that day
in September.  Last week, as I
came back from a dealer, I was
shocked into stopping by the
side of the road.  As soon as the
door opened and the crisp air
hit my lungs, the emptiness
came back.  Directly in front of
me lay the ruins of yet another
human-made monument.  This
time, though, I had history with
it.
When I moved to Chicago in
1980, I wasn’t more than a
drooling, smelly little baby.
Soon, though, I would grow
into the boy that some of you
see today—when I let him
loose, of course.  Well, that boy
would accompany his mother
and brother to church every
Sunday and sometimes on
Saturday.  Every week our car,
a Datsun, Subaru, Chrysler,
Ford, and eventually Chevy,
drove down Pfingston Road,
turned left at Willow and
passed the mission located at
Willow and Shermer Roads.
Every week we would take that
drive, and every week I would
look on with inquisitive eyes at
that yellow brick and concrete
structure.  Sure it was old, it
looked old and I’m sure it
smelled old!  Yet, that structure
would stay with me, comfort
me until it was prematurely
taken from me.  Destroyed as it
were, to make way for yet
another testament to our
unyielding quest for more land,
more house, and more technol-
ogy to go in it.  
After gazing at the land that
once housed my beloved yellow
and pale white mission, I decid-
ed to drive the perimeter of
Northbrook and everything
inside it.  I drove it over and
over so many times, I think
someone may have called the
cops on me!  Along my journey,
though, I noticed how many
things have changed.  Homes
that I grew up with, single-story
ranches, split-levels, and 3000-
square foot 2-story homes, had
been or were in the process of
being leveled.  I couldn’t
believe it.  No longer were our
father’s homes any good for us.
The footprints of their homes
have now been shadowed by
ours, covering two, sometimes
three times as much land and,
with caution thrown to the
wind, greenery absent from the
landscape.  If anything, they’re
architectural statements that say
much about our fascination
with excess.  Unfortunately,
they’re also carving their way
into the landscape of the United
States, providing little more
than a fashion statement to the
burgeoning upper-middle and
upper classes.
In a few years, we, the future
of America, will be buying into
the prestige of “Owning Your
Own Home.”  Perhaps, you’ll
buy a place in one of the many
3-flats downtown.  Maybe
you’ll find that a townhouse in
the Western burbs is more your
style.  Hell, you may even have
the money to buy a single-fam-
ily mansion in any number of
sprawling communities around
this land of ours.  One of the
questions I hope you’ll ask
yourself before you buy,
though, is, “Do I really need
this much house?”  Some of
you may not be able to get past
the status of owning a
McMansion, so please, buy
what you feel will make your
life better.  But, for those who
know that you owe something
more to your children than 4
walls and a roof, please help
retain some of the beauty and
charm of yesteryear by buying
a smaller or even an older
home.  As a great person once
said, “We are judged not by the
things we have built, but by the
things we have destroyed.”
When it’s time for you to buy,
will you take away our history
or help preserve it?
2001:  Firefighters raise the American flag atop the wreckage of the
World Trade Center.  
“The Blue Hour”
Performing Friday, April 16th at 8:00 pm and Saturday, April 17 at 4 pm at the Coffee House
Linfield/Hemmingway Productions presents a dramatic collage incorporating the
work of Allen Ginsburg, Dylan Thomas, David Mamet, and blues musicians from
all over the world in a celebration of Chicago's gritty beauty
Please, No More McMansions!
COLUMN
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MEN’S TENNIS
vs. Monmouth College
Saturday, April 17th
8:30 a.m.
SOFTBALL
vs. St Norberts College
Saturday, April 17th
11:00 a.m. @ St Norbets
TENNIS
Joe Meixel
Staff Columnist
Ok, please bear with me here.
There comes a time in every
writer’s life when he must go
through the horrors of Writer’s
Block. It cannot be explained, it
cannot be reasoned with, and it
certainly cannot be avoided. It
happens to everyone, from some
two-bit sports columnist for a
small college’s newspaper to a
professional writer of fifty years.
Writer’s Block is not fun, and it
can leave you slack-jawed and
staring at a blank Word document
for hours at a time. It is equiva-
lent to a writer’s Kryptonite. 
I was afflicted with this prob-
lem this week. I simply wasn’t
able to come up with a topic for
my column, with hockey just
starting the playoffs, basketball
not quite there yet, baseball
underway but without any major
stories as of yet, etc., etc., etc. So,
in order to solve this major mal-
function, I give you the first-ever
Joltin’ Joe’s Rantings and
Ravings. Enjoy!
Can we please put an end to
this Barry Bonds hoopla? ESPN
has carried every Bonds AB since
the season started, and I’m tired
of seeing him ground into double
plays and get walked. Just let the
guy be shown on SportsCenter
like all the other baseball players.
Speaking of Bonds, people
have been saying that once he
passes Ruth on the all-time HR
list he will establish himself as
the greatest left-handed hitter of
all time. That got me thinking,
what if athletes in other sports
were judged by which arm they
used more often? Seriously,
should hockey make a new stats
distinction between righty and
lefty goalies? Or should the NBA
rewrite the books as saying that
Michael Jordan was the greatest
righty of all time (or would he be
considered a switch-shooter)?
Another lefty has been mak-
ing history, or his story, this week
at Augusta National. Phil
Mickelson, 0-for-42 in major golf
tournaments over his otherwise
successful career, finally earned
himself a green jacket on Sunday
by winning the Masters
Tournament in a thrilling final
against Ernie Els. This victory
marked the 18th time that
Mickelson finished in the Top 10
in a major, and finally wrote his
name in the books as a “major”
success on the links.
The Red Sox are in serious
trouble, as they have several key
players (Nomar Garciaparra,
Pedro Martinez, Derek Lowe,
Jason Varitek, and David Ortiz)
whose contracts end after this
season. Figuring Pedro to be
worth around $18 million a year,
Nomar at least $12 million, Lowe
at $6 million, Varitek at $8 mil-
lion and Ortiz at $6 million, the
Red Sox are looking at adding a
minimum of $10 million to the
payroll. These guesses are low
because they all reflect the play-
er’s 2004 salary, and contracts
almost never go for the current
price. It’s entirely possible that
the BoSox will need to add $30
or $40 million if they want to
bring back each of these starters
for another go, which means that
they had better win big this time
around.
Denver beat Maine, 1-0, in
the NCAA Division hockey final.
The game was entirely defensive,
with Denver scoring early and
Maine having a goal taken away
in the first period because of a
player having his toe in the
crease. 
The Mighty Ducks of
Anaheim finished this season 29-
35-10-8, in 12th place in the
Western Conference and leagues
behind last year’s Finals appear-
ance (with a record of 40-27-9-
6). The Tampa Bay Lightning did
the exact opposite, jumping from
an unremarkable 93 points last
year to a league-leading 106 this
season.
OK, more ranting, less report-
ing. The NBA needs to disband
the entire Eastern Conference,
because there are only three
decent teams and none of those
will come close to beating San
Antonio, LAL, Dallas,
Minnesota, Sacramento, or even
Memphis (that’s right,
Memphis). The Eastern
Conference playoffs are similar
to the Little League World Series,
if the winner were to go on to
face the Yankees. Exciting, sure;
suspenseful, without doubt; but
in the end, they’re just going to
get crushed.
College football needs a play-
off bracket!!! MLB needs manda-
tory testing!!! The NFL needs to
maintain a buffer between high
school and the pros!!! Freddy
Adu should have gone to AC
Milan, because he can’t save
MLS in America (no one can)!!!
Starbucks tastes great, and is less
filling!!! Always go left!!! Tip
your waitress!!! Wear clean socks
at all times!!! 
Thanks…I needed that. See
you next week.
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The Forester men’s tennis
team defeated Carroll College 6-1
on Tuesday, April 6, to raise its
record for the year to 6-7. The vis-
iting Pioneers fell to 1-7. 
Lake Forest won the doubles
point with 9-8 victories by fresh-
man Michael Jolly and sopho-
more Rob Burda at number two,
and senior Luke Figora and soph-
omore Sebastian Bienia at num-
ber three. Jolly and Burda now
boast a team-best 7-4 record in
doubles and Figora and Bienia
have won three in a row. 
Jolly (7-5, 6-0) and Bienia (6-
1, 6-2) each won in straight sets at
numbers two and six singles,
respectively. The Foresters play-
ing at numbers three through five
each lost the first set before rally-
ing for the victory. Burda won 4-
6, 6-3, 6-0 at number three, Figora
prevailed 4-6, 6-0, 6-3 at number
four, and freshman Alex Godin
won his team-high 10th singles
match of the year with a 3-6, 6-0,
7-5 triumph at number five. 
Lake Forest will continue its
busy week with a match at UW-
Whitewater on Wednesday, April
7 at 7 p.m. The Foresters will host
St. Norbert College on Friday and
both Knox College and Beloit
College on Saturday. The match
against Knox will count in the
Midwest Conference South
Division standings and could
determine which team will
advance to the MWC Team
Championship Tournament on
April 23. 
Men’s Tennis Beats Caroll
Melissa Peters 
Staff Writer
Forester Softball’s senior pitch-
er Leigh Anne Furgerson pitched
her first career no-hitter against
Benedictine University on Tuesday
April 6th.  She had a perfect game
going until the fifth inning when
she walked her first of only two
batters.  Furgerson had six strike-
outs during the contest, which
included the 200th of her career.
She is also the school’s all-time
leader in victories.  During the rest
of the week, Furgerson gained two
more victories, improving her sea-
son record to 8-2.  With Furgerson
on the mound, the Foresters defeat-
ed Illinois College 8-3 on Friday,
April 9, and Monmouth College 8-
0 (in 5 innings) on Saturday, April
10.  With Furgerson setting the
tone during the first game of those
double headers, sophomore Ashley
Closson pitched the second game,
leading the Foresters to two more
victories against Illinois and
Monmouth College, 4-3 and 9-5
respectively. The Foresters
improved their overall record to
16-7 and have remained undefeat-
ed in the Midwest Conference with
a 6-0 record.  This weekend the
softball team will battle in the
Midwest Conference Classic
Tournament looking to sustain
their prowess as Conference lead-
ers.         
Furgerson Pitches No-Hitter
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